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Hunger is a GLOBAL issue, where one billion people around 
the world do not have enough to eat. Families rely on their 
neighborhood food pantry for basic food needs where they 
face a formidable challenge in carrying all their food 
supplies home. Reusable tote bags help these food pantry 
patrons carry their food supplies easily and in a more 
dignified way while also reducing the pollution potential of 
single-use plastic bags.

The goal of this program is to create personalized 
works of art whose images will be showcased on 
donated reusable tote bags requested by community 
food pantries.

You are the host of your own event! We help you streamline 
the planning process by sending you, or to each 
participant’s home, all materials and setup instructions 
necessary for a successful event.

Materials include:
● Canvas (approximately 8” x 8”)
● Colored Pencils
● Mini Easel
● … and more!

Each canvas displays a pre-printed outline of HOPE, leaving 
participants to use their imagination and creativity to design 
a colorful and decorative work of art. Upon completion of the 
program, participants take a photo of their completed 
artwork and scan to us in order to transpose the image onto 
a reusable tote bag (as shown to the right). These 
decorated bags are sent to a benefitting food pantry to be 
distributed to its patrons helping them tackle the challenge 
of carrying family quantities of food products home with 
them.

Utilizing our wide network of beneficiary contacts, we 
create a personalized connection between you and the 
ideal recipient of your donation. Or if you have a 
beneficiary in mind, please feel free to donate to them 
as well! Every dollar donated to No Kid Hungry or 
Feeding America can help feed a child/adult 10 meals.

#whatisyourImpact4Good?

HOPE AGAINST HUNGER

#giveback
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